Teacher Resources for Interactive Read Alouds

BOOKS


Linda Hoyt’s resource book on interactive read alouds has everything a teacher could need integrate this strategy into their daily lessons. Within this book Hoyt explains the importance of interactive read alouds and how to apply them in the classroom. It also includes standards-based lessons, story reflection and strategies, reader’s theatre scripts along with optional test-style assessments emphasizing the types of

*Linda Hoyt also has books for grades 2-3, 4-5 and 6-7*


Pinnell and Fountas have created a list of books specifically designed for interactive read-alouds. This book is the most recent edition of this list, with recently published books students will find interesting and engaging.


Within this book Pinnell and Fountas describe 6 continua of the language arts curriculum. For each continua descriptions are provided of the texts students should read, listen to, and write about along with the specific cognitive abilities and understandings they should show or acquire for each grade level to meet with standards within literacy.
WEBSITES

http://www.interactivereadalouds.com/

This website consists completely of Linda Hoyt’s interactive read aloud information. Within this website Hoyt divides the information by grade level as K-1, 2-3, 4-5, 6-7 including book lists for interactive read alouds, sample lesson plans, a chart matrix of the read aloud books and coinciding strategy strands, and a description of each of the 6 strategy strands. You are also able to view the contents and order Linda Hoyt’s books on interactive read alouds which include full lesson plans, guiding information for read alouds and CD’s with printable papers!

http://www.fountasandpinnell leveledbooks.com/

This website is a membership site containing over 36,000 books able to be searched by level, genre, series or publisher that have been selected and reviewed by Fountas & Pinnell. These books are specifically chosen to be good for read-aloud lessons. There are also video clips demonstrating interactive read-alouds in real classrooms and additional professional development resources as well.


Lesson Planet.com includes the lessons plans created and taught by everyday classroom teachers for interactive read alouds! It also includes lesson plans in other areas and includes worksheets and the state standards that are met within the lessons!


This site is part of the larger Booksource website. This specific area has lists of read aloud books that connect to the subject areas of science, social studies and math which can be harder to find for interactive read alouds, especially math! These are great books for reading aloud to break a concept down in a fun way!


The Booksource is a great site for locating and buying books. This specific area within Booksource includes book lists, cover pictures, book descriptions and price per book or per grade level set for Linda Hoyt’s interactive read aloud books! It’s a great source to find descriptions of Hoyt’s book lists while budgeting for the books you need for the year!

This website is created by the young adult library association. Within the website you will find lists of books for young adults in areas such as: best books for young adults, yalsa’s book lists and book awards, quick picks for reluctant readers and much more! Great resource for grades 9-12 students to find books or their teachers!


This website is created for teachers and students grades 4-12. It consists of award winning book lists and links to the sites. It also includes hot topics in adolescent literacy and strategies for teachers in reading.


ATN is a collaborative wiki site created by numerous librarians. Within this site you will be able to search book lists by topics, genres, subject, grade level and by searching for the reading strategy you can find books that can be easily used to model the strategy! It also has a great list of books for high school students that could be used an interactive read aloud!


Read Aloud America contains book lists to read aloud from infants and toddlers through high school, and even adult literature, timeless classics and resources for teachers and parents! This book list is updated for the 2010 year!